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What's New In?

Easy Video to iPod / MP4 / PSP / 3GP Converter is a very simple tool for
converting video into compatible formats. Users can either convert files in
batches or drag and drop them into the program. Upon initiation, the output
directory is created. From there, videos can be organized and listed, as well
as uploaded. In the list, you can view information about the file, such as
path, name, size, duration, bit rate, etc. Once the conversion is complete, a
confirmation window will pop up. However, you can also preview the video
by clicking on the "Open" button. Easy Video to iPod / MP4 / PSP / 3GP
Converter is a decent program, but doesn't offer many features, which
makes it unsuitable for advanced users. On the other hand, this program
has a straightforward interface, which makes it easier for everyone to
utilize. Main Features: • Export video to iPod / MP4 / PSP / 3GP format:
convert video files from AVI, ASF, FLV, MP3, MP4, MOV, 3GP, RMVB, WMV
to MP4, 3GP, PSP, iPod, iPhone, iPad. • Import video from iPod / MP4 / PSP
/ 3GP: convert video from MP4, 3GP, PSP to iPod / MP4 / AVI, WMV, MOV,
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MP3, ASF, FLV. • Convert video with high quality settings: the program
offers batch conversion, that allows you to select a preset resolution,
volume, bit rate, sample frequency and channels to provide the best result
for your video. • Convert and preview video in built-in player: Easy Video to
iPod / MP4 / PSP / 3GP Converter supports the majority of formats and
allows you to preview videos before converting them. • Resize video: add a
letterbox to preserve the aspect ratio, or adjust the video resolution to keep
the original size of your video. • Batch conversion: perform several
conversions at once. • Organize videos: you can arrange the files in a list, so
that you can view the total time, number of videos and file paths. • Import
folder with videos: drag and drop files from Windows Explorer into the list,
which will be converted at once. • Import photo from folder: the program
also allows you to import a photo from the Windows Explorer. • Select by
metadata: add metadata to your files, such as recording date, location and
tags. • Batch extract audio: create MP3 files from the original audio tracks.
• Batch extract subtitles: add subtitles to your videos. • Batch convert
video: you can convert several video files at once. • Merge audio and video:
join different audio and video files into one. • Convert to any audio file:
extract audio from video,



System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Microsoft Windows 7, 8, 10, macOS 10.12 Sierra (64-bit), or
Ubuntu 16.04 LTS Minimum: Processor: Intel x64 processor (AMD64)
Processor: GPU: GeForce GTX 750 Ti (2GB VRAM) or AMD Radeon HD
7870 (2GB VRAM) GeForce GTX 750 Ti (2GB VRAM) or AMD Radeon HD
7870 (2GB VRAM) RAM: 8 GB 8 GB Hard Disk Space: 24 GB Recommended:
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